BRIDGING THEORY AND PRACTICE

Our experience at the Faculty of Architecture, University of Lisbon
- Education, research and practice in partnership with NGOs, public and private stakeholders;
- Contributing to inter-related activities in a cross-border, trans-disciplinary approach.

Programmes in Urbanism
- Master in Architecture/Urbanism: Urban Design and Planning and Diploma Units
- Doctoral Program in Urbanism: courses, e.g. - Contemporary Urbanism; Research Laboratory III, Metropolitan Territories
- Other advanced post-graduate programmes

Workshops and Conferences
- From splinters to parks, 2nd [Urban + Landscape] design international workshop, Lisbon, 7-10 May 2013, Faculty of Architecture, University of Lisbon, endorsed by the ISOCARP/ YPP – Bridging Theory and Practice Programme.
- Ambivalent landscapes, Conference, Lisbon, December 2012, Faculty of Architecture, University of Lisbon, including the support and meeting of AESOP’s TG Public Spaces-Public Cultures.

[These and prior experiences available at: http://metropolis.fa.utl.pt/metropolis.htm]
BRIDGING THE DIVIDE BETWEEN ACADEMIC, RESEARCH, INSTITUTIONAL AND STAKEHOLDERS NETWORKS

The workshop stood as an opportunity for the increase of the cooperation between European countries and institutions, especially in common areas of interest such as urban planning and development in environmentally sensitive areas.
Local organizing team: Sofia Morgado (FAUL) ● João Rafael Santos (FAUL) ● Inês Moreira (FAUL) ● José Vargas (FAUL) ● Pedro George (FAUL); Correspondent team: Piotr Lorens (GUT/Vice President ISOCARP) ● Alexandra Sas-Bojarska (GUT) ● Magdalena Rembeza (GUT); Guests and Experts: Francisco Castro Rego (ISAUL) ● Ana Luísa Soares (ISAUL) ● Teresa Alfaiate (ISAUL) ● Cristina Cavaco (FAUL/DGT) ● Paulo Silva (UA) ● Paulo Pais (CML) ● Cristina Ferreira (CML); Lectures: Designing the landscape, Paulo Pais (CML) ● Monsanto Park – evolution and management, Francisco Castro Rego, Teresa Grilo (ISAUL) ● Monsanto Forest Park, Cristina Ferreira (CML) ● Department of Urban Design and Planning at the School of Architecture, Gdansk University of Technology, A. Sas-Bojarska, Magdalena Rembeza (GUT) ● Choices of plants in Landscape Architecture, especially in relation to historical sources, Joanna Rayss (GTU) ● Therapeutic qualities of nature and public parks design, Monika Trojanowska (GTU) ● Lisbon metropolitan area: emergent dynamics and empty spaces, Paulo Silva (UA) ● Fields of design: landscaping the city, Sofia Morgado, João Rafael Santos (FAUL) ● Casas de Fronteira e Alorna ● Aqueduto das Águas Livres; Closing conference: From extensive urbanisation to a compact city policy. Challenges in a time of change, Cristina Cavaco (FAUL/Deputy DGT) ● From modern to post-modern metropolitan development pattern – lessons from Singapore and Australia, Piotr Lorens (GUT/Vice President ISOCARP); MsC students: Alexandra Anton (FAUL-Erasmus) ● Ana Miranda (FAUL) ● André Ferreira (FAUL) ● Carlota Oliveira (FAUL) ● Diogo Silvestre (FAUL) ● Duygu Yarimbas (FAUL-Erasmus) ● Eduardo Campelo (FAUL) ● Ewa Pietrzak (GUT) ● Francisco Marques (FAUL) ● Francisco Campos (FAUL) ● Gonçalo de Carvalho (FAUL) ● Hugo Guiomar (ISAUL) ● Inês Carvalho (FAUL) ● Joana Couto (FAUL) ● João Santos (FAUL) ● Joaquim Quintela (FAUL) ● Kacper Skawirski (GUT) ● Karin Benali (FAUL) ● Licínia Maria Sá Freitas (FAUL) ● Luís Miguel Jerónimo (ISAUL) ● Mafalda Matos (FAUL) ● Magdalena Derdziszewsk (GUT) ● Manuel Vicente (FAUL) ● Matilde Amaral (FAUL) ● Ricardo José (FAUL) ● Rui Felício (FAUL) ● Yo Irie FAUL (FAUL-AUSMIP); PhD candidates: Inês Moreira (FAUL) ● Joanna Rayss (GUT) ● José Vargas (FAULT) ● Luís Adão (FAUL) ● Monika Trojanowska (GUT); Partners and sponsors: Department of Urban Design and Planning at the School of Architecture, Gdansk University of Technology ● Área de Arquitectura Paisagista, Instituto Superior de Agronomia, Universidade de Lisboa ● Departamento de Ciências Sociais, Políticas e do Território, Universidade de Aveiro ● CIAUD- Centro de Investigação em Arquitetura, Urbanismo e Design ● Câmara Municipal de Lisboa ● Direcção-Geral do Território ● Fundação das Casas de Fronteira e Alorna ● EPAL ● ISOCARP; Special acknowledgement: Workshop organized by the Faculty of Architecture, University of Lisbon, with the sponsorship of CIAUD and the endorsement of ISOCARP
New issues and challenges arise in the context of emerging paradigms of urban development.

- Scarcity and shrinkage in post-industrial contexts
- Extensive and rapid growth in emerging world economies
- Changing demands facing energy, food production and mobility and ICT networking

A renewed research and design agenda for urban planning.

Open space and landscape sensed as pivotal.

Looking for new scenarios:
- A global strategy, taking into account the role of Monsanto as a metropolitan park surrounded by intensively built areas;
- The potential of complex systems of open space and infrastructure as the frame for a designed proposal
- The shaping of large scale landscape features and its interface with metropolitan fabrics and public space.

CHANGING FIELDS
• The role of the forest park of Monsanto within the context of the city and metropolis of Lisbon.
• Landscape and cultural heritage, their diversified activities and roles as a vital open space
• *The motto* to bringing together innovative ideas regarding the forest park future.
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FROM SPLINTERS TO PARKS:
TOWARDS A METROPOLITAN DESIGN
2ND [URBAN + LANDSCAPE] DESIGN - AN INTERNATIONAL METROPOLITAN DESIGN WORKSHOP

Sofia Morgado
CIAUD  Faculty of Architecture, Technical University of Lisbon
Portugal

Local organizing team  Sofia Morgado (FAUL) ● João Rafael Santos (FAUL) ● Inês Moreira (FAUL) ● José Vargas (FAUL) ● with the generous participation of Professor Pedro George (FAUL) ● Correspondent team Piotr Lorens (GUT/Vice President YPP ISOCARP) ● Alexandra Sas-Bojarska (GUT) ● Magdalena Rembeza (GUT) ● Guests and Experts Francisco Castro Rego (ISAUL) ● Ana Luisa Soares (ISAUL) ● Teresa Alfaiate (ISAUL) ● Cristina Cavaco (FAUL/DGT) ● Paulo Silva (UA) ● Paulo Pais (CML) ● Cristina Ferreira (CML) ● Partners and Sponsors Department of Urban Design and Planning at the School of Architecture, Gdansk University of Technology ● Área de Arquitectura Paisagista, Instituto Superior de Agronomia, Universidade de Lisboa ● Departamento de Ciências Sociais, Políticas e do Território, Universidade de Aveiro ● CIAUD- Centro de Investigação em Arquitectura, Urbanismo e Design ● Câmara Municipal de Lisboa ● Direcção-Geral do Território ● Fundação das Casas de Fronteira e Alorna ● EPAL ● ISOCARP

Special acknowledgement
Workshop organized by the Faculty of Architecture, University of Lisbon, with the sponsorship of CIAUD and the endorsement of ISOCARP.

Workshop organized by the Faculty of Architecture, University of Lisbon, with the sponsorship of CIAUD and the endorsement of ISOCARP.